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Life M&A and Hot Topics

▪Recent VM-20 Activity and APFs

▪Actuarial Guideline AAT

▪Recent M&A Activity and Trends
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Recent VM-20 Activity and APFs
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Recent VM-20 Activity and APFs

▪ Slow down in VM-20 evolution

▪ Ongoing efforts to improve reporting / VM-31 compliance

▪ ESG field testing

▪ Signs point to potential significant impact to SR and DR

▪ APF on hedging strategy clarifications

▪ APF on replacing LIBOR with SOFR
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Actuarial Guideline AAT
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Actuarial Guideline AAT

▪ Target effective date 12/31/2022

▪ Focused on high yielding assets, which includes:

▪ Existing and assumed reinvestment assets

▪ Equity-like assets with returns >4% (ST) or >5% (LT)

▪ Fixed assets with spreads >170bp (ST) or 185bp (LT)

▪ Applies to insurers with:

▪ Over $5B general acct. reserves and non-unitized sep. accts.

▪ Over $100M reserves and sep. accts. AND 5% in HY assets

▪ Requirements

▪ More significant documentation and model rigor on assumptions, 

valuations, and analysis of these assets

▪ Sensitivity testing with limits on excess spread and returns

▪ Range of client reactions and early preparation activity
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Recent M&A Activity and Trends
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Recent M&A Activity and Trends

• Continued investment by PE firms & Asset Mgr’s

• Involvement of offshore-based entities & vehicles

• Variety of subject blocks

• Strategic repositioning

• Pandemic impacts

• Life reinsurance rate increases

• NGE actions

• Strong new business market

• Upcoming challenges:

• Rising interest rates and inflation

• Recession potential

• General slow down

Seller // Target Buyer

Athene Holdings Apollo Global Management

American National Group Brookfield Asset Management

Allstate Life Insurance Company Blackstone

Prudential Financial - Full Service 

Retirement Business
Great West Life / Empower

Great American Life Ins Co Massachusetts Mutual

AIG – Life & Retirement Business Blackstone

Prudential plc – Jackson Financial Public spin-off

Prudential Financial – Variable 

Annuities
Fortitude Re

Assurant – Global Preneed Business CUNA Mutual

Ohio National Mutual Holdings Constellation Insurance Holdings

Manulife – Variable Annuities Venerable

Principal Financial – ULSG & Annuity Talcott
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Life Insurer ERM Topics

▪Aligning Investments and Risk

▪ The Concept of a “Management Action Toolkit”

▪Model Risk Management

▪Coming soon: A New ERM ASOP
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Aligning Investments and Risk
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SAA Market Spectrum 

Asset only 

efficient frontier

Asset efficient 

frontier with liability 

constraints 

Asset-liability 

efficient frontier

LESS 

SOPHISTICATED

MORE 

SOPHISTICATED

The bulk of the market sits mid-spectrum, 

but a number aspiring to more 

sophistication
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An effective approach may require an iterative approach
The Investment Team’s and ALM/Risk Team’s models need to work in tandem—complementary rather than contradictory 

PVDE-based 

ALM Modeling 

Platform

BRINGING TOGETHER INVESTMENTS AND RISK

Asset 

manager’s 

SAA risk-

return model4 + 5

Iterations of steps 
may repeat 
several times

5

Re-test candidate 
portfolios 

2

Run model

1

Liability –based 
constraints

3

Test candidate 
portfolios 

4

Re-run model
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The Concept of a “Management 
Action Toolkit”



HEALTHY STATUS 

Company will have a 

“pre-emptive 

recovery plan” to 

articulate what could 

be done if a recovery 

event takes place

RECOVERY STATUS 

Company 

implementations actual

recovery plan that 

articulates what will be 

done to enable recovery

RESOLUTION STATUS – Company implements actual

resolution plan that articulates what will be done to 

enable resolution

Regulatory intervention 

occurs, or company 

defined trigger is 

breached = triggers 

implementation of an 

actual recovery plan

Schematic:  Spectrum of Distress
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Model Risk Management



2nd Line MRM Unit Structure and Function

▪ Companies generally falls into two camps with respect to the 2nd Line MRM function: 

▪ A dedicated unit (with a designated Head of MRM that reports up to the CRO), vs. 

▪ Kept “in-house” within the ERM unit.

▪ While generally the case that companies with dedicated units are on the larger end of the spectrum, it is 

certainly not the case that all larger corporations have dedicated units.

▪ Indeed, among larger companies (AUM>$100bn) dedicated units are the exception.

▪ More broadly, this decision tends to be based on risk culture, resources, stakeholder buy-in, and history.
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Team sizes for 4 peer group companies with a dedicated 2nd

line MRM unit were 3, 4, 5 and 16 FTEs 

• Out of peer group company data points ranged from 1-40 FTEs

Companies with a dedicated 2nd line MRM unit

Response Count

Yes 6

No 6

No data 0

Total 12

Team sizes for the 6 companies with a dedicated 2nd line MRM 
unit are 1.5, 3, 4, 5, 16 and 48 FTEs 



Model Inventory and Risk Assessment

▪ Virtually all medium to large life and annuity writers in the US now have a formal model inventory in place.

▪ Starting point is to define “what is a model”, and to gain comfort that you have captured ALL models.

▪ Must have strong engagement from the 1st Line to provide input to this, with reference to ASOP 56 as appropriate. 

▪ One of the companies in the survey state in their Model Risk Policy that it is mandatory for all employees to report any model they are 

using for any business application.

▪ There is wide variation in how large a company’s model inventory is, even for larger companies. Some reasons for this:

▪ Some companies define their valuation models for all lines of business as a single (corporate) model.

▪ Some companies have only created the inventory for actuarial models, recognizing these are the models that could have a huge 

detrimental financial impact if something goes wrong.

▪ Some companies include other models that do not (directly) impact the financials.
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Companies with a Model Inventory

Response Count

Yes 12

No 0

No data 0

Total 12

All companies state they have a model inventory with the 
number of models ranging from < 12 to 200+



▪ There are some large/medium size players in the market that are performing full blown model replication on a periodic 

basis for their high-risk models.

▪ Certain companies also may adopt this approach for certain pre-identified medium-risk models.

▪ One survey participant mentioned the following approach to allocating the work:

▪ For the high-risk category models the MRM team develops a parallel build tool and does the on-going checking.

▪ For the medium-risk category models, the MRM team will develop the tool, but the 1st Line would do the on-going checking.

▪ Another survey participant mentioned having a “model certification program”

▪ Brings more formality to independent challenge. At the start of each year, looks at the model inventory and identifies which models will 

be subject to review in the year ahead, and what that review will entail. Culminates in a report at the year-end that documents the results 

of the review
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Model Validation and Independent Challenge

Companies where a full parallel build is done for High-Risk models

Response Count

Yes 2

No 10

No data 0

Total 12

One of the companies not performing a full parallel build 
indicates that a "deep dive technical review" is performed 

every 2-3 years
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Coming Soon: A 
New ERM ASOP
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New ERM ASOP

▪ Intent to replace ASOP #s 46 and 47. ASOP # 55 remains as is.

▪ The ASOP is structured along the lines of what would typically comprise an ERM Framework.

▪ Topic areas include:

– Risk Identification and Classification

– Risk Appetite

– Risk Mitigation

– Risk Metrics

– Capital Management, including EC

– Stress Testing and Scenario Analysis

– Risk Monitoring and Reporting

– Risk Governance


